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Computer System and Network Security 2017-12-14 computer system and network security provides the reader with a basic understanding of the issues involved in the security of computer systems
and networks introductory in nature this important new book covers all aspects related to the growing field of computer security such complete coverage in a single text has previously been
unavailable and college professors and students as well as professionals responsible for system security will find this unique book a valuable source of information either as a textbook or as a general
reference computer system and network security discusses existing and potential threats to computer systems and networks and outlines the basic actions that are generally taken to protect them the
first two chapters of the text introduce the reader to the field of computer security covering fundamental issues and objectives the next several chapters describe security models authentication issues
access control intrusion detection and damage control later chapters address network and database security and systems networks connected to wide area networks and internetworks other topics
include firewalls cryptography malicious software and security standards the book includes case studies with information about incidents involving computer security illustrating the problems and
potential damage that can be caused when security fails this unique reference textbook covers all aspects of computer and network security filling an obvious gap in the existing literature
Network Security Foundations 2006-02-20 the world of it is always evolving but in every area there are stable core concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year needs to know this
year and will still need to know next year the purpose of the foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way that gives you the strongest possible starting point no matter
what your endeavor network security foundations provides essential knowledge about the principles and techniques used to protect computers and networks from hackers viruses and other threats
what you learn here will benefit you in the short term as you acquire and practice your skills and in the long term as you use them topics covered include why and how hackers do what they do how
encryption and authentication work how firewalls work understanding virtual private networks vpns risks posed by remote access setting up protection against viruses worms and spyware securing
windows computers securing unix and linux computers securing and email servers detecting attempts by hackers
Introduction to Network Security 2015-10-05 introductory textbook in the important area of network security for undergraduate and graduate students comprehensively covers fundamental concepts
with newer topics such as electronic cash bit coin p2p sha 3 e voting and zigbee security fully updated to reflect new developments in network security introduces a chapter on cloud security a very
popular and essential topic uses everyday examples that most computer users experience to illustrate important principles and mechanisms features a companion website with powerpoint slides for
lectures and solution manuals to selected exercise problems available at cs uml edu wang netsec
Fundamentals of Network Security 2001 here s easy to understand book that introduces you to fundamental network security concepts principles and terms while providing you with practical
techniques that you can apply on the job it helps you identify the best type of intrusion detection system for your environment develop organizational guidelines for passwords set general computer
security policies and perform a security review and risk assessment
Computer and Network Security 2020-06-10 in the era of internet of things iot and with the explosive worldwide growth of electronic data volume and the associated needs of processing analyzing and
storing this data several new challenges have emerged particularly there is a need for novel schemes of secure authentication integrity protection encryption and non repudiation to protect the privacy
of sensitive data and to secure systems lightweight symmetric key cryptography and adaptive network security algorithms are in demand for mitigating these challenges this book presents state of the
art research in the fields of cryptography and security in computing and communications it covers a wide range of topics such as machine learning intrusion detection steganography multi factor
authentication and more it is a valuable reference for researchers engineers practitioners and graduate and doctoral students working in the fields of cryptography network security iot and machine
learning
Network Security JumpStart 2006-09-18 build your network security career on a solid foundation whether you re setting out to earn a security certification or just want to know more about the security
issues faced by all network administrators network security jumpstart is the place to begin inside a networking expert demystifies every aspect of the growing security imperative giving you a firm
footing from which you can realize your goals and develop a better understanding of computer and network security coverage includes understanding security principles understanding hacking using
encryption and authentication managing security securing internet connections using virtual private networks securing remote and home users implementing virus protection creating fault tolerance
securing windows servers securing unix servers securing public web servers securing public e mail servers detecting intrusion
Applied Network Security 2017-04-28 master the art of detecting and averting advanced network security attacks and techniques about this book deep dive into the advanced network security attacks
and techniques by leveraging tools such as kali linux 2 metasploit nmap and wireshark become an expert in cracking wifi passwords penetrating anti virus networks sniffing the network and usb hacks
this step by step guide shows you how to confidently and quickly detect vulnerabilities for your network before the hacker does who this book is for this book is for network security professionals cyber
security professionals and pentesters who are well versed with fundamentals of network security and now want to master it so whether you re a cyber security professional hobbyist business manager
or student aspiring to becoming an ethical hacker or just want to learn more about the cyber security aspect of the it industry then this book is definitely for you what you will learn use set to clone
webpages including the login page understand the concept of wi fi cracking and use pcap file to obtain passwords attack using a usb as payload injector familiarize yourself with the process of trojan
attacks use shodan to identify honeypots rogue access points vulnerable webcams and other exploits found in the database explore various tools for wireless penetration testing and auditing create an
evil twin to intercept network traffic identify human patterns in networks attacks in detail computer networks are increasing at an exponential rate and the most challenging factor organisations are
currently facing is network security breaching a network is not considered an ingenious effort anymore so it is very important to gain expertise in securing your network the book begins by showing
you how to identify malicious network behaviour and improve your wireless security we will teach you what network sniffing is the various tools associated with it and how to scan for vulnerable
wireless networks then we ll show you how attackers hide the payloads and bypass the victim s antivirus furthermore we ll teach you how to spoof ip mac address and perform an sql injection attack
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and prevent it on your website we will create an evil twin and demonstrate how to intercept network traffic later you will get familiar with shodan and intrusion detection and will explore the features
and tools associated with it toward the end we cover tools such as yardstick ubertooth wifi pineapple and alfa used for wireless penetration testing and auditing this book will show the tools and
platform to ethically hack your own network whether it is for your business or for your personal home wi fi style and approach this mastering level guide is for all the security professionals who are
eagerly waiting to master network security skills and protecting their organization with ease it contains practical scenarios on various network security attacks and will teach you how to avert these
attacks
Computer Network Security 2005-04-07 a comprehensive survey of computer network security concepts methods and practices this authoritative volume provides an optimal description of the
principles and applications of computer network security in particular and cyberspace security in general the book is thematically divided into three segments part i describes the operation and
security conditions surrounding computer networks part ii builds from there and exposes readers to the prevailing security situation based on a constant security threat and part iii the core presents
readers with most of the best practices and solutions currently in use it is intended as both a teaching tool and reference this broad ranging text reference comprehensively surveys computer network
security concepts methods and practices and covers network security tools policies and administrative goals in an integrated manner it is an essential security resource for undergraduate or graduate
study practitioners in networks and professionals who develop and maintain secure computer network systems
Cyber Security and Network Security 2022-03-29 cyber security and network security written and edited by a team of experts in the field this is the most comprehensive and up to date study of the
practical applications of cyber security and network security for engineers scientists students and other professionals digital assaults are quickly becoming one of the most predominant issues on the
planet as digital wrongdoing keeps on expanding it is increasingly more important to investigate new methodologies and advances that help guarantee the security of online networks ongoing advances
and innovations have made great advances for taking care of security issues in a methodical manner in light of this organized security innovations have been delivered so as to guarantee the security of
programming and correspondence functionalities at fundamental improved and engineering levels this outstanding new volume covers all of the latest advances innovations and developments in
practical applications for cybersecurity and network security this team of editors represents some of the most well known and respected experts in the area creating this comprehensive up to date
coverage of the issues of the day and state of the art whether for the veteran engineer or scientist or a student this volume is a must have for any library
Guide to Computer Network Security 2017-04-24 this fully revised and updated new edition of the definitive text reference on computer network and information security presents a comprehensive
guide to the repertoire of security tools algorithms and best practices mandated by the technology we depend on topics and features highlights the magnitude of the vulnerabilities weaknesses and
loopholes inherent in computer networks discusses how to develop effective security solutions protocols and best practices for the modern computing environment examines the role of legislation
regulation and enforcement in securing computing and mobile systems describes the burning security issues brought about by the advent of the internet of things and the eroding boundaries between
enterprise and home networks new provides both quickly workable and more thought provoking exercises at the end of each chapter with one chapter devoted entirely to hands on exercises supplies
additional support materials for instructors at an associated website
Cryptography and Network Security 2006 in this age of viruses and hackers of electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud security is paramount this solid up to date tutorial is a comprehensive
treatment of cryptography and network security is ideal for self study explores the basic issues to be addressed by a network security capability through a tutorial and survey of cryptography and
network security technology examines the practice of network security via practical applications that have been implemented and are in use today provides a simplified aes advanced encryption
standard that enables readers to grasp the essentials of aes more easily features block cipher modes of operation including the cmac mode for authentication and the ccm mode for authenticated
encryption includes an expanded updated treatment of intruders and malicious software a useful reference for system engineers programmers system managers network managers product marketing
personnel and system support specialists
Introduction to Network Security 2008-11-18 unlike data communications of the past today s networks consist of numerous devices that handle the data as it passes from the sender to the receiver
however security concerns are frequently raised in circumstances where interconnected computers use a network not controlled by any one entity or organization introduction to network security
exam
Tutorial Computer and Network Security 1987 showing how to improve system and network security this guide explores the practices and policies of deploying firewalls securing network servers
securing desktop workstations intrusion detection response and recovery
The CERT Guide to System and Network Security Practices 2001 the network security bible is organized into five sections security principles and practices operating systems and applications
network security communications and the security threat and response the flow of the material is intended to provide the reader with a foundation of information system security processes and
network security fundamentals the book also addresses specifics of unix windows email dns communications and applications security the material concludes with descriptions of information security
threats means to respond to those threats and the latest methodologies for assessing and testing a network s security posture including a la hacking exposed very useful secrets to cost effective and
time efficient network security operation part i security principles and practicespart ii operating systems and applicationspart iii network security fundamentalspart iv communicationspart v the
security threat and the response
Network Security Bible 2005-02-16 your first step into the world of network security no security experience required includes clear and easily understood explanations makes learning easy your first
step to network security begins here learn about hackers and their attacks understand security tools and technologies defend your network with firewalls routers and other devices explore security for
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wireless networks learn how to prepare for security incidents welcome to the world of network security computer networks are indispensable but they re also not secure with the proliferation of
internet viruses and worms many people and companies are considering increasing their network security but first you need to make sense of this complex world of hackers viruses and the tools to
combat them no security experience needed network security first step explains the basics of network security in easy to grasp language that all of us can understand this book takes you on a guided
tour of the core technologies that make up and control network security whether you are looking to take your first step into a career in network security or are interested in simply gaining knowledge
of the technology this book is for you
Network Security First-Step 2004-05-21 network security essentials third edition is a thorough up to date introduction to the deterrence prevention detection and correction of security violations
involving information delivery across networks and the internet
Network Security Essentials 2007 a unique overview of network security issues solutions and methodologies at an architectural and research level network security provides the latest research and
addresses likely future developments in network security protocols architectures policy and implementations it covers a wide range of topics dealing with network security including secure routing
designing firewalls mobile agent security bluetooth security wireless sensor networks securing digital content and much more leading authorities in the field provide reliable information on the current
state of security protocols architectures implementations and policies contributors analyze research activities proposals trends and state of the art aspects of security and provide expert insights into
the future of the industry complete with strategies for implementing security mechanisms and techniques network security features state of the art technologies not covered in other books such as
denial of service dos and distributed denial of service ddos attacks and countermeasures problems and solutions for a wide range of network technologies from fixed point to mobile methodologies for
real time and non real time applications and protocols
Network Security 2007-02-09 this updated examination of computer and corporate security in the business setting fills the critical need for security education its comprehensive balanced and well
organized presentation emphasizes implementing security within corporations using existing commercial software and provides coverage of all major security issues
Corporate Computer and Network Security 2010 this is the only book that provides integrated comprehensive up to date coverage of internet based security tools and applications in this age of
universal electronic connectivity viruses and hackers electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud security is paramount network security applications and standards 4 e provides a practical survey of
network security applications and standards with an emphasis on applications that are widely used on the internet and for corporate networks adapted from cryptography and network security fifth
edition this text covers the same topics but with a much more concise treatment of cryptography and coverage of snmp security cryptography symmetric encryption and message confidentiality public
key cryptography and message authentication network security applications key distribution and user authentication transport level security wireless network security electronic mail security ip
security system security intruders malicious software firewalls aspects of number theory network management security legal and ethical issues standards and standards setting organizations tcp ip and
osi pseudorandom number generation kerberos encryption techniques data compression using zip pgp random number generation highlights include expanded coverage of pseudorandom number
generation new coverage of federated identity https secure shell ssh and wireless network security completely rewritten and updated coverage of ipsec and a new chapter on legal and ethical issues
intended for college courses and professional readers where the interest is primarily in the application of network security without the need to delve deeply into cryptographic theory and principles
system engineer programmer system manager network manager product marketing personnel system support specialist
Network Security Essentials 2011 written for students and managers who do not have a technical background data communications and network security comprehensively introduces students to the
technology and management of data communications this includes both wired and wireless technology as well as comprehensive coverage of network security helping both the organization and the
individual create and maintain a data safe environment the book s unique organization allows the material to be presented in a variety of ways making the book a strong match to any teaching
approach
Data Communications and Network Security 2006-05-11 security issues in distributed systems and network systems are extremely important this edited book provides a comprehensive treatment
on security issues in these systems ranging from attacks to all kinds of solutions from prevention to detection approaches the books includes security studies in a range of systems including peer to
peer networks distributed systems internet wireless networks internet service e commerce mobile and pervasive computing security issues in these systems include attacks malicious node detection
access control authentication intrusion detection privacy and anonymity security architectures and protocols security theory and tools secrecy and integrity and trust models this volume provides an
excellent reference for students faculty researchers and people in the industry related to these fields
Security in Distributed and Networking Systems 2007 in this new first edition well known author behrouz forouzan uses his accessible writing style and visual approach to simplify the difficult concepts
of cryptography and network security forouzan presents difficult security topics from the ground up a gentle introduction to the fundamentals of number theory is provided in the opening chapters
paving the way for the student to move on to more complex security and cryptography topics difficult math concepts are organized in appendices at the end of each chapter so that students can first
learn the principles then apply the technical background hundreds of examples as well as fully coded programs round out a practical hands on approach which encourages students to test the material
they are learning
Cryptography and Network Security 2008 covers offensive technologies by grouping and analyzing them at a higher level from both an offensive and defensive standpoint helping you design and
deploy networks that are immune to offensive exploits tools and scripts chapters focus on the components of your network the different services yourun and how they can be attacked each chapter
concludes with advice to network defenders on how to beat the attacks
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Network Security Assessment 2004 end to end network security defense in depth best practices for assessing and improving network defenses and responding to security incidents omar santos
information security practices have evolved from internet perimeter protection to an in depth defense model in which multiple countermeasures are layered throughout the infrastructure to address
vulnerabilities and attacks this is necessary due to increased attack frequency diverse attack sophistication and the rapid nature of attack velocity all blurring the boundaries between the network and
perimeter end to end network security is designed to counter the new generation of complex threats adopting this robust security strategy defends against highly sophisticated attacks that can occur at
multiple locations in your network the ultimate goal is to deploy a set of security capabilities that together create an intelligent self defending network that identifies attacks as they occur generates
alerts as appropriate and then automatically responds end to end network security provides you with a comprehensive look at the mechanisms to counter threats to each part of your network the book
starts with a review of network security technologies then covers the six step methodology for incident response and best practices from proactive security frameworks later chapters cover wireless
network security ip telephony security data center security and ipv6 security finally several case studies representing small medium and large enterprises provide detailed example configurations and
implementation strategies of best practices learned in earlier chapters adopting the techniques and strategies outlined in this book enables you to prevent day zero attacks improve your overall
security posture build strong policies and deploy intelligent self defending networks within these pages you will find many practical tools both process related and technology related that you can draw
on to improve your risk mitigation strategies bruce murphy vice president world wide security practices cisco omar santos is a senior network security engineer at cisco omar has designed
implemented and supported numerous secure networks for fortune 500 companies and the u s government prior to his current role he was a technical leader within the world wide security practice
and the cisco technical assistance center tac where he taught led and mentored many engineers within both organizations guard your network with firewalls vpns and intrusion prevention systems
control network access with aaa enforce security policies with cisco network admission control nac learn how to perform risk and threat analysis harden your network infrastructure security policies
and procedures against security threats identify and classify security threats trace back attacks to their source learn how to best react to security incidents maintain visibility and control over your
network with the save framework apply defense in depth principles to wireless networks ip telephony networks data centers and ipv6 networks this security book is part of the cisco press networking
technology series security titles from cisco press help networking professionals secure critical data and resources prevent and mitigate network attacks and build end to end self defending networks
category networking security covers network security and incident response
Cryptography and Network Security 2012 this text introduces a complete and concise view of network security it provides in depth theoretical coverage of recent advancements and practical
solutions to network security threats including the most recent topics on wireless network security
End-to-End Network Security 2007-08-24 industrial network security securing critical infrastructure networks for smart grid scada and other industrial control systems describes an approach to
ensure the security of industrial networks by taking into account the unique network protocol and application characteristics of an industrial control system along with various compliance controls it
offers guidance on deployment and configuration and it explains why where and how security controls should be implemented divided into 11 chapters the book explains the basics of ethernet and
transmission control protocol internet protocol tcp ip networking communications and the scada and field bus protocols it also discusses industrial networks as they relate to critical infrastructure and
cyber security potential risks and consequences of a cyber attack against an industrial control system compliance controls in relation to network security practices industrial network protocols such as
modbus and dnp3 assessment of vulnerabilities and risk how to secure enclaves regulatory compliance standards applicable to industrial network security and common pitfalls and mistakes like
complacency and deployment errors this book is a valuable resource for plant operators and information security analysts as well as compliance officers who want to pass an audit with minimal
penalties and or fines covers implementation guidelines for security measures of critical infrastructure applies the security measures for system specific compliance discusses common pitfalls and
mistakes and how to avoid them
Computer Network Security 2010 book on network security methods
Industrial Network Security 2011-09-28 for one semester undergraduate or graduate level courses in cryptography computer security and network security a practical survey of cryptography and
network security with unmatched support for instructors and students in this age of universal electronic connectivity viruses and hackers electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud security is
paramount this text provides a practical survey of both the principles and practice of cryptography and network security first the basic issues to be addressed by a network security capability are
explored through a tutorial and survey of cryptography and network security technology then the practice of network security is explored via practical applications that have been implemented and are
in use today an unparalleled support package for instructors and students ensures a successful teaching and learning experience teaching and learning experience to provide a better teaching and
learning experience for both instructors and students this program will support instructors and students an unparalleled support package for instructors and students ensures a successful teaching and
learning experience apply theory and or the most updated research a practical survey of both the principles and practice of cryptography and network security engage students with hands on projects
relevant projects demonstrate the importance of the subject offer a real world perspective and keep students interested
Network Security 1995 virtually every organization is reliant on its computer system and when hackers infiltrate the consequences can be grave halts in productivity sensitive information stolen assets
at risk network security a hacker s perspective second edition will help you step into the minds of computer criminals so that you can predict their moves and stop them before they strike written for
anyone with some networking experience this completely updated edition of the bestseller covers the most serious network related security threats vulnerabilities and loopholes related to most major
platforms including windows unix and novell using a hands on approach and numerous real life case studies the book identifies the tools techniques and methods that criminals use to break into
networks for espionage and malicious purposes with tips for prevention as well as countermeasures you can take in the event the hackers strike first in addition to providing information on the
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significant advancements in the field of security attacks and network reconnaissance this latest edition provides a completely new section on input validation attacks password cracking buffer
overflows trojan attacks and much much more a companion site offers all the tools scripts and code discussed in the book
Cryptography and Network Security: Principles and Practice, International Edition 2014-09-24 for courses in cryptography computer security and network security the principles and practice
of cryptography and network security stallings cryptography and network security introduces students to the compelling and evolving field of cryptography and network security in an age of viruses
and hackers electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud on a global scale security is paramount the purpose of this book is to provide a practical survey of both the principles and practice of
cryptography and network security in the first part of the book the basic issues to be addressed by a network security capability are explored by providing a tutorial and survey of cryptography and
network security technology the latter part of the book deals with the practice of network security practical applications that have been implemented and are in use to provide network security this
edition streamlines subject matter with new and updated material including sage one of the most important features of the book sage is an open source multiplatform freeware package that
implements a very powerful flexible and easily learned mathematics and computer algebra system it provides hands on experience with cryptographic algorithms and supporting homework
assignments with sage students learn a powerful tool that can be used for virtually any mathematical application the book also provides an unparalleled degree of support for instructors and students
to ensure a successful teaching and learning experience the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you
study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download available online and also via the ipad and
android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have
your bookshelf installed
Network Security 2006 chapters will be treated like functions within programming code allowing the authors to call on each other s data these functions will supplement the methodology when specific
technologies are examined thus reducing the common redundancies found in other security books this book is designed to be the one stop shop for security engineers who want all their information in
one place the technical nature of this may be too much for middle management however technical managers can use the book to help them understand the challenges faced by the engineers who
support their businesses Øunprecedented team of security luminaries led by foundstone principal consultant erik pace birkholz each of the contributing authors on this book is a recognized superstar
in their respective fields
Cryptography and Network Security: Principles and Practice, Global Edition 2018-10-17 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 21st international conference on cryptology and
network security cans 2022 which was held during november 13 16 2022 the conference was took place in abu dhabi united arab emirates the 18 full and 2 short papers presented in these proceedings
were carefully reviewed and selected from 54 submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows zero knowledge and mpc public key infrastructure attacks and countermeasures
cryptanalysis and provable security cryptographic protocols blockchain and payment systems and codes and post quantum cryptography
Special Ops 2003 reid senior product manager cryptometrics introduces the technical capabilities and limitations of computer biometric systems for measuring fingerprints eye characteristics or other
body information as a computer security measure serving a similar purpose to personal identification numbers he describes the workings of the different types of technologies and examines some of
the mathematics behind biometric systems he also describes the conceptualization and implementation of a particular system with which he was involved annotation 2004 book news inc portland or
booknews com
Cryptology and Network Security 2022-11-10 inthe practice of network security former uunet networkarchitect allan liska shows how to secure enterprise networks in thereal world where you re
constantly under attack and you don t alwaysget the support you need liska addresses every facet of networksecurity including defining security models access control dns email security remote access
and vpns wireless lan wansecurity monitoring logging attack response and more includes adetailed case study on redesigning an insecure enterprise network formaximum security
Biometrics for Network Security 2004 this book focuses on security science and technology data and information security and mobile and network security for space air ground integrated networks
sagins sagin are expected to play an increasingly important role in providing real time flexible and integrated communication and data transmission services in an efficient manner today sagins have
been widely developed for a range of applications in navigation environmental monitoring traffic management counter terrorism etc however security becomes a major concern since the satellites
spacecrafts and aircrafts are susceptible to a variety of traditional specific network based attacks including eavesdropping session hijacking and illegal access in this book we review the theoretical
foundations of sagin security we also address a range of related security threats and provide cutting edge solutions in the aspect of ground network security airborne network security space network
security and provide future trends in sagin security the book goes from an introduction to the topic s background to a description of the basic theory and then to cutting edge technologies making it
suitable for readers at all levels including professional researchers and beginners to gain the most from the book readers should have taken prior courses in information theory cryptography network
security etc
The Practice of Network Security 2003 this practical guide to network security shows how many threats can be countered with good procedures simple technology and easily available hardware and
software it identifies potential weaknesses in and threats to your network and describes and evaluates the range of available tools that can secure it clearly written and concise the book helps you focus
on key areas of vulnerability aids you in the selection of the right tools for the job assists you to design develop and manage your network in a more secure way and guides you when making decisions
about commercially available security products
Space-Air-Ground Integrated Network Security 2023-06-19 network security is a comprehensive resource written for anyone who plans or implements network security measures including managers
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and practitioners it offers a valuable dual perspective on security how your network looks to hackers who want to get inside and how you need to approach it on the inside to keep them at bay you get
all the hands on technical advice you need to succeed but also higher level administrative guidance for developing an effective security policy there may be no such thing as absolute security but as the
author clearly demonstrates there is a huge difference between the protection offered by routine reliance on third party products and what you can achieve by actively making informed decisions you ll
learn to do just that with this book s assessments of the risks rewards and trade offs related implementing security measures helps you see through a hacker s eyes so you can make your network more
secure provides technical advice that can be applied in any environment on any platform including help with intrusion detection systems firewalls encryption anti virus software and digital certificates
emphasizes a wide range of administrative considerations including security policies user management and control of services and devices covers techniques for enhancing the physical security of your
systems and network explains how hackers use information gathering to find and exploit security flaws examines the most effective ways to prevent hackers from gaining root access to a server
addresses denial of service attacks malware and spoofing includes appendices covering the tcp ip protocol stack well known ports and reliable sources for security warnings and updates
Practical Computer Network Security 1995 security guide to network security fundamentals provides a comprehensive overview of network security written to map to comptia s security certification
exam the book is broken down into five sections general security concepts covers authentication methods along with common network attacks and how to safeguard against them communication
security includes remote access e mail the directory and file transfer and wireless data infrastructure security explores various network devices and media and the proper use of perimeter topologies
such as dmzs extranets and intranets to establish network security cryptography basics are provided including the differences between asymmetric and symmetric algorithms and the different types of
pki certificates and their usage operational organizational security is discussed as it relates to physical security disaster recovery and business continuity as well as coverage of computer forensics and
how it relates to further avenues of specialization for the security student
Network Security 2005-04-25
Security+ Guide to Network Security Fundamentals 2003
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